Spiral Vibration Damper (SVD) Installation Instructions

1. Position the SVD with the gripping section toward the attachment point on the pole or tower.

2. Starting at the damping section adjacent to the gripping section, start wrapping the damping section around the cable or wire. **Option:** you can also spin the SVD onto the cable by starting at the end of the damping section.

3. Once the damping section is completely wrapped, slide the SVD into position ensuring you have at least one hand-width (~6 to 8 inches) from any cable suspension or dead end component.

4. Wrap the gripping section to complete the installation.

**Sub-setting SVD Units**
SVD units can be installed in series when more than one unit is required at one location. Again, one hand-width spacing is needed between the units. Or, you can subset the two SVD units together; then follow the same instructions above. See bottom image of the photo above for installation view. AFL does not recommend sub-setting more than two units together.